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Background TLS 1.0 [Dierks and Rescorla, 2008] is one of the most widely
deployed protocols for communications security. In recent work [Bhargavan
et al., 2008], we developed a first verified reference implementation of TLS, us-
ing ML as an implementation language, and using translations to specialized
cryptographic analyzers for verification: ProVerif Blanchet [2001] for symbolic
cryptography, and CryptoVerif [Blanchet, 2006] for computational cryptogra-
phy. This implementation is at the limit of what can be verified using global
algorithms: whole-program security analysis does not scale well beyond a few
thousand lines of code and, even with careful rewriting of the source code, verifi-
cation may take hours or sometimes not terminate. Besides, our implementation
remains much less flexible than the standard, its programming style is deeply
influenced by the underlying verification techniques, and the verified properties
do not cover important cases, such as mutual certificate-based authentication.

In a parallel line of work, we are investigating compositional proof techniques
and tools, based on cryptographic libraries and refinement type-checking with
F7 [Bengtson et al., 2008, Bhargavan et al., 2010]. Our results so far confirm
that refinement types enable faster, compositional verification in the symbolic
model of cryptography, at the cost of writing non-trivial type annotations. More
tentatively, experiments with partial type inference suggest that the burden of
type annotations can be largely mitigated.

Project In this internship, we propose to validate and improve our type-based
tools by using this TLS codebase as a major case study. The internship involves
ML programming, experimental verification work with F7, as well as more the-
oretical developments regarding refinement-type inference and computational
soundness of typechecking.
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